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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote that Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) had been utilized as a textbook for children of the ancient Chinese people and those of the ancient Korean people. The book, Tcheonzamun, was used for instructing Chinese character. Park et al. (2021a) and Park et al. (2021b) translated several Tcheonzamun poems. The present researcher tried to translate those poems of Tcheonzamun through Korean pronunciation and through the meaning of Chinese character. For the present researcher, there are two methods for the translation of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) poem. The first one is through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character, and the other is through the meaning of Chinese character. In addition to this, the present researcher tried the same or the similar part from the two Chinese characters on the same line. With remained parts, the poem was translated. And the poem selected was (Tcheonzamun 289th-304th). The title of this work is ‘I will make my husband to eat so much!’ The present researcher tried to translate this Thceonzamun (The thousand character essay) poem with two methods.

Keywords: Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) had been utilized as a textbook for children of the ancient Chinese people and those of the ancient Korean people, The book, Tcheonzamun, was used for instructing Chinese character, The title of this work is ‘I will make my husband to eat so much!'

INTRODUCTION
French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote that Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) had been utilized as a textbook for children of the ancient Chinese people and those of the ancient Korean people. The book, Tcheonzamun, was used for instructing Chinese character. Park et al. (2021a) and Park et al. (2021b) translated several Tcheonzamun poems. The present researcher tried to translate those poems of Tcheonzamun through Korean pronunciation and through the meaning of Chinese character.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
For the present researcher, there are two methods for the translation of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) poem. The first one is through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character, and the other is through the meaning of Chinese character. In addition to this, the present researcher tried the same or the similar part from the two Chinese characters on the same line. With remained parts, the poem was translated. And the poem selected was (Tcheonzamun 289th-304th).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The title of this work is ‘I will make my husband to eat so much!’ The present researcher tried to translate this Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) poem with two methods. The first is through Korean pronunciation of...
Chinese characters of poem (Tcheonzamun 289th-304th). The result is as follows.

Number of Tcheonzaun (The thousand character essay) Chinese character (Korean Pronunciation of Chinese character in English alphabet) Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in Korean alphabet. Transformed phrase on Korean pronunciation in English alphabet. The meaning in Korean language is as follows.

289-292 篤 (Dog) 初(Tcho) 誠(Seong) 美(Mi) 독종 성미! Dog-zong Seong-mi (The wife said to her husband) Your characteristics are not good!

293-296 懷(Sin) 終(Zong) 宜(Eui) 令(Lyeong) 심통이 나? Sim-tong-i Na? (The wife said to her husband) Are you now really angry?

297-300 榮(Yeong) 業(Eob) 所(So) 基(Gi) 영 없소 속이! Yeong Eob-so Sog-i! (The wife said to her husband) You are not wise! You are stupid!

301-304 籍(Zeog) 甚(Sim) 無(Mu) 竟(Gyeong) 작신 먹여! Zag-sin Meog-yeo! (The wife said by herself about her husband), (“Because the capacity of my husband for understanding me is deficient. So instead of the deficient mind or the deficient intelligence of my husband, I decide to make his stomach full”), “I will make my husband to eat so much!”

The second method for translation is through the meaning of Chinese characters of Tcheonzaun poem (Tcheonzaun 289th-304th). And the present researcher deleted same or the similar part from the two Chinese character of the same line.

Number in Tcheonzaun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet)

289-292 篤(Dog) 初(Tcho)-刀=衣 誠(Seong) -刀=言戈 美(Mi) Do you want to be pride of the good or the splendid (篤) costume (衣)? You might think that the beauty (美) comes from the trained words (言) and from the power of the weapon (戈).

No, it is not so. Beauty comes naturally. It does not come from the trained words or from the power of the weapon. It does not come from the good or the splendid costume. Because the joy of life come naturally. It comes from the behavior! These next three lines show the similar contents.

293-296 懷(Sin) 終(Zong) 宜(Eui) 令(Lyeong). If you want to take a sincere (懷) life until the end (終), your words (令) must be right (宜).

297-300 榮(Yeong) 業(Eob) 所(So) 基(Gi) If you want your work (業) to become successful (榮), your behavior (基) has to be just (所).

301-304 籍(Zeog) 甚(Sim)-人=其 無(Mu) 竟(Gyeong)-人=曰. If you want to write (籍) or say your suggestion (其), you must not insist (立) your opinion (曰) too strongly.
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